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Introduction Methods

ResultsTask
Given a video and its transcript, which human actions are visible in the video?

Applications
● Video summarization

● Video-action mapping

● Action prediction

Proposed Solution
1. Extract the actions from the transcripts using a parser

2. Create a dataset with crowdsourced manual annotations of visible 
actions in videos

3. Evaluate a set of single-modality baselines: 

a. Text-based

b. Video-based

4. Build a multi-modal model that combines visual and linguistic 

information

Data Gathering Pipeline
1. Filter videos based on movement and text

 do not contain transcripts or # words / second < 0.5

Based on text

Based on movement

2D correlation coefficient 

2. Extract Actions 
Stanford constituency parser to extract verb phrases

3. Generate Miniclips 

Try it out 3:38

Adding all the herbs in a mason jar 3:39

Adding hot water 3:41

Put some cheesecloth over the top 3:43 Data Statistics

Related Datasets

# Actions: # action classes (other datasets) or # unique visible actions (ours);  
#Verbs: # unique verbs in the actions; Implicit vs. Explicit data gathering;   
Labels refers to label type: post-defined: ✓, pre-defined: x

● Action Embeddings
● Part of Speech (POS) Embeddings
● Context Embeddings
● Concreteness Score
● Frame-level: Inception V3
● Sequence-level: C3D                                        

Overview of Multi-modal Architecture

Evaluation

- Map actions to miniclips according to the time they 
appear in the transcript 

- Misalignment, use a time window (± 15 seconds)

Data Representation

Textual

Data Split
● One Youtube channel for Test
● One Youtube channel for Validation 
● The rest (8 channels) for Training 

ELMo Embedding of action : avg of outputs

Output label of the action: visible or not

Feed-Forward 
network with 
Dropout

Extra information of action: pos, context, ...

Results
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- Five miniclips per task

- Up to seven actions per miniclip

- Each miniclip annotated by 3 workers
- Last miniclip pre-labeled:

- Two reliable annotators

- Use it as ground truth 

Mechanical Turk Task Description

Is the action visible in the video?

ActionG indicates action representation using GloVe embedding, and ActionE indicates 
action representation using ELMo embedding. ContextS indicates sentence-level context, 
and ContextA indicates action-level context.
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